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The VHS was a magical thing for an independent movie buff growing 
up in northern Manitoba. On those tapes, I watched first Truly, Madly, 
Deeply, then Close My Eyes, and my life-long love for Alan Rickman 
was fully solidified. A Little Chaos (April 15), playing as part of the 
Architecture + Design Film Festival, directed by and starring Rickman 
promises to tap once again into the nostalgia of appreciation for that 
rare kind of actor who managed to transcend stardom with talent. 
The ADFF is also presenting three films on Latin American architecture 
(April 17), with specific attention to urban architectures of Brazil and 
Argentina. The Architecture +Design Film Festival runs April 13–17, and 
includes an eclectic mix of feature films and documentaries that all 
merit added attention. — Cecilia Araneda, Executive Director

Tommy Wiseau’s horribly awkward The Room went from box-office 
flop to adored cult-classic and is somehow both strangely brilliant 
and unwatchable. The bafflingly bizarre behind-the-scenes details 
of the film’s production are what make it especially fun for repeated 
viewings and I can’t wait to experience this story again in James 
Franco’s comic adaptation of Greg Sestero’s book The Disaster Artist 
later this year. However, Room Full of Spoons (March 3–17), the new 
doc by Canadian director Rick Harper, has the scathing version of 
the story that seems to have irked Wiseau the most, and I can’t wait. 
Also, nothing has piqued my interest this year as much as Embrace of 
the Serpent (March 31–April 10) from Colombian director Ciro Guerra. 
The film is a fictionalized retelling of two explorers of the Amazon 
who visit a forgotten indigenous community in search of a mythical 
flower. — Jaimz Asmundson, Cinematheque Programming Director

It’s a packed schedule and three of the new films we are screening have 
been nominated for Academy Awards! The Architecture + Design 
Film Festival (April 13–17) returns for the fifth year with many incredible 
documentaries from around the world including Australia, France 
and Germany. Many of the films which Susan Algie (of the Winnipeg 
Architecture Foundation) and her team have assembled will premiere 

in Winnipeg before New York. The French Cinema Festival: Dreams, 
Escapes and Survival (March 18–20) features classics such as Jean 
Renoir’s The Grand Illusion (March 19) and the highly regarded new 
feature Mustang (March 18) which was nominated for Best Foreign 
Language Film. Charlie Kaufman and Duke Johnson’s new stop motion 
animated feature Anomalisa (April 21–30) is a very touching, haunting 
film about love and loneliness which was nominated for Best Animated 
Feature.— Dave Barber, Cinematheque Programming Coordinator

The Scottish play Macbeth holds a special place in the hearts of so 
many and I am thrilled that it is coming to Cinematheque! I think no 
matter how many times it is shown and no matter how many ways 
it is tweaked, it will still always be a perfect drama. Join us in taking 
in William Shakespeare’s Macbeth (March 2–9) directed by Justin 
Kurzel. If drama, suspense and psychological thrillers are up your alley, 
I highly suggest you come to see The Invitation (April 21–30). This film 
takes the seemingly mundane setting of a quiet dinner and insidiously 
exposes a suspense-filled thriller… you will only need the edge of 
your seat! Taking in a lighter fare, Peggy Gugenheim: Art Addict (March 
23–April 2) is an intimate look at the life of art enthusiast Peggy who 
not only collected art, but artists. — Kaitlyn McBurney, Cinematheque 
Operations Coordinator

The March/April Program is jam packed with some very exciting films 
such as Charlie Kaufman’s Anomalisa (April 21–30) and the latest 
Macbeth adaptation (March 2–9) which I have been waiting to see 
every since its premiere at Cannes last May. I am mostly excited 
for the French Cinema Festival: Dreams, Escapes and Survival (March 
18–20) and to be able to see some brand new films such as Mustang 
(March 18), currently nominated at this years Academy Awards for 
Best Foreign Film, and to view some classics such as The Grand Illusion 
(March 19) one of the classic prison escape films by Jean Renoir and 
The Young Girls of Rochefort (March 19) by Jacques Demy. 
— Eric Peterson, Cinematheque Box Office & Projection
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Macbeth
Directed by Justin Kurzel
2015, UK/France, 113 min

Wednesday – Friday, March 2 – 4 / 7 pm
Saturday, March 5 / 3 pm & 7 pm
Sunday, March 6 / 7 pm
Wednesday, March 9 / 7 pm 

“Remarkable… a scorched-earth rendering of a classic story. In Kurzel’s 
Macbeth, the beautiful ferocity and complexity of Shakespeare’s 
Macbeth is reborn, forged in iron, blood, and fire.” — The Playlist 

To mark the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death we present 
Justin Kurzel’s thrilling new adaptation of this classic tale of madness 
and power; the story of a general who takes over the throne of the 
King of Scotland and becomes a tyrannical ruler. With powerful 
performances by Michael Fassbender (Steve Jobs, Twelve Years a Slave) 
and Marion Cotillard (Two Days, One Night) as Lady Macbeth, this new 
film version is steeped in a tragic story of all-consuming passion and 
ambition set in war-torn Scotland. 

Embrace of the Serpent (El abrazo de la serpiente)
Directed by Ciro Guerra
2015, USA, 125 min
Spanish, Portuguese, German, Catalan, Latin w/ English subtitles

Thursday – Sunday, March 31 – April 3 / 7 pm 
Wednesday, April 6 / 7 pm 
Thursday & Friday, April 7 & 8 / 9 pm
Saturday, April 9 / 3 pm & 9 pm
Sunday, April 10 / 3 pm

“The film, which won the biggest prize at Cannes Directors’ Fortnight 
has left American critics breathless with praise and relays the same 
magnificent spirit of the jungle as in Werner Herzog’s classic Fitzcarraldo, 
but this time tells its story from the indigenous perspective. What 
makes Guerra’s film so moving and unique is how well it captures the 
immensity of the jungle and the incredible lives of the people who 
have existed there for centuries.” — VICE 

Nominated as Best Foreign Film for this year’s Academy Awards, this 
visually stunning journey into the heart of the Amazon was inspired 
by the journals of two explorers who travelled through the Colombian 
Amazon during the last century: a German, Theodor Koch-Grunberg 
and an American, Richard Evans Schultes. Moving between 1909 and 
the 1940s, the parallel narratives chart each man’s voyage down a 
similar stretch of river as they search for a rare flower with alleged 
healing power—the yakruna. 
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Anomalisa 
Directed by Charlie Kaufman & Duke Johnson 
2015, USA, 90 min

Thursday & Friday, April 21 & 22 / 7 pm
Saturday, April 23 / 3 pm & 7 pm
Sunday, April 24 / 3 pm
Thursday & Friday, April 28 & 29 / 7 pm
Saturday, April 30 / 3 pm & 7 pm

“As haunting and hypnotic an R-rated love story for grownups as you’ll 
see anywhere… unique and unforgettable… filtered through Kaufman’s 
searching mind and soulful brilliance, the result is a masterpiece.”
—Peter Travers, Rolling Stone 

The writer of Adaptation, Being John Malkovich and Eternal Sunshine of the 
Spotless Mind has created a remarkable new stop motion animated film 
about loneliness, love and melancholy. Charlie Kaufman’s breathtaking, 
Kickstarter-funded stop-motion romance had one of the best receptions 
during this year’s fall festival circuit. It world-premiered to positive 
reviews at the Telluride Film Festival, and followed that with a strong 
showing in Venice, where it won the festival’s Grand Jury Prize. 
Nominated for Best Animated film at this years Academy Awards, the 
film centers on Michael Stone, a middle-aged married motivational 
speaker (voiced by David Thewlis), haunted by memories of a woman 
he walked out on 11 years earlier. During a business trip, he encounters   
a woman (voiced by Jennifer Jason Leigh) who changes his dour outlook 
on existence.

The Invitation 
Directed by Karyn Kusama 
2015, USA, 99 min 

Thursday – Saturday, April 21 – 23 / 9 pm
Sunday, April 24 / 7 pm
Wednesday, April 27 / 7 pm 
Thursday – Saturday, April 28 – 30 / 9 pm

“A scarily contemporary horror story… a searing version of a very 
real, very plausible, very dangerous thing that’s happening in our 
increasingly interconnected world. It’s about how the fear of having 
a human experience is actually stripping away the humanity inside 
people… a story and experience you’ll not soon forget.” — Peter Hall

One of the most chilling psychological thrillers in recent memory.  
A man named Will (Logan Marshall-Green, Prometheus) and his new 
girlfriend show up at his ex-wife Eden (Tammy Blanchard, Into the 
Woods) and her new husband, David’s (Michiel Huisman, Game of 
Thrones) dinner party. Everything seems set for a reunion dinner with 
some old friends they haven’t seen for two years. But as the evening 
progresses a sense of paranoia develops when the host and his new 
wife begin acting strangely. Suspicious of Eden’s behaviour and 
concerned by her mysterious house guests, Will becomes convinced 
that a hidden agenda lies behind his invitation. The film unfolds over 
one dark evening in the Hollywood Hills, blurring layers of mounting 
paranoia, mystery, and horror and leads to an eerie climax. 
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Room Full of Spoons  
Directed by Rick Harper 
2016, Canada, 113 min

Thursday – Saturday, March 3 – 5 / 9:15 pm 
Thursday – Saturday, March 10 – 12 / 9 pm 
Sunday, March 13 / 7 pm 
Thursday, March 17 / 9 pm 

“You will learn more about Tommy Wiseau than you’ve ever known — 
including where he’s from… if you’re a fan of The Room, this is required 
viewing.”— Cody Clarke, Smug Film 

An in-depth documentary about a cult film that is widely accepted as 
the worst film ever made: The Room, and its eccentric creator Tommy 
Wiseau. Known as “The Citizen Kane of bad movies”, The Room grossed 
only $1,900 during it’s initial box office run. Against all odds, Wiseau’s 
disastrous film found a new life on the midnight movie circuit and 
now plays to audiences around the world making it one of the most 
adored and important films in popular culture. Follow Rick Harper 
and his team on their journey across the globe as they experience this 
midnight movie phenomenon, meet with the entire cast and crew and 
piece together the story behind the mysterious Tommy Wiseau.

Painted Land: In Search of the Group of Seven
Directed by Phyllis Ellis
2015, Canada, 90 min 

Thursday & Friday, March 10 & 11 / 7 pm
Saturday, March 12 / 3 pm & 7 pm
Sunday, March 13 / 3 pm
Wednesday & Thursday, March 16 & 17 / 7 pm
Saturday, March 19 / 3 pm

“Breathtaking cinematography of the Canadian Shield augmented 
by  a masterful fusion of original Group of Seven paintings, archival 
images (cinematic and photographic) and text — letters, journals and 
newspaper accounts.”— Rob Reid, Reid Between the Lines 

One hundred years after the Group of Seven created Canada’s most 
iconic paintings, little is known about the artists themselves. Past 
meets present in a beautiful film energized by breathtaking aerial and 
landscape cinematography exploring the rivers and lakes of Algoma 
and the land north of Lake Superior. Colm Feore, Eric Peterson, R.H. 
Thomson and Paul Gross read the letters and diaries of Lawren Harris, 
A.Y. Jackson, J.E.H. MacDonald and Frederick Varley. The film seamlessly 
weaves the experiences of these artists with the investigations of three 
modern day sleuths, Gary & Joanie McGuffin and Michael Burtch who 
are determined to find the precise locations the artists painted.

New World Documentaries
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Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict 
Directed by Lisa Immordino Vreeland
2015, UK, 96 min

Wednesday – Saturday, March 23 – 26 / 7 pm 
Wednesday, March 30 / 7 pm 
Thursday, March 31 / 9:30 pm
Saturday, April 2 / 5 pm 

“An extraordinary story. I was on the edge of my seat.” — The Guardian 

A colourful character who was not only ahead of her time but who helped to define it, Peggy 
Guggenheim was an heiress to a family fortune and she became a central figure in the modern 
art movement. As she moved through the cultural upheaval of the 20th century, she collected 
not only art, but artists. Her colourful personal history included such figures as Samuel Beckett, 
Max Ernst, Jackson Pollock, Alexander Calder, Marcel Duchamp as well as countless others. 
While fighting personal tragedy, she maintained her vision, to build one of the most important 
collections of modern art, which is now enshrined in her Venetian palazzo.

The Smalls: Forever Is a Long Time
Directed by Trevor Smith
2015, Canada, 105 min

Thursday & Friday, March 24 & 25 / 9 pm
Saturday, March 26 / 3 pm & 9 pm

“Sometimes a band comes along that changes everything...Sometimes a film and filmmaker do 
the same… This is the true film event of the year… go watch the damn film!”
— Robert Lalonde, Letterboxd 

The Smalls (Mike Caldwell, Douglas Bevans, Terry Johnson and Juno award winning Corb Lund) 
were a legendary musical phenomenon in Western Canada that mattered to tens of thousands 
of young, alienated youth throughout the nineties. Then they suddenly said goodbye forever at 
the very peak of their success. After 13 years apart, they reformed for one last redemptive tour, 
closing the loop—internally as bandmates and estranged friends—and with their long-adoring 
fans. Forever is a long time after all. From their rekindled beginnings to a sold-out tour coast to 
coast, this film explores their journey and the power of music to erase the years for player and 
fan alike.

Hadwin’s Judgement 
Directed by Sasha Snow 
2015, Canada, 87 min 

Sunday, April 3 / 3 pm 
Thursday – Sunday, April 7 – 10 / 7 pm 

“Gorgeously photographed, compulsively watchable.” — The Globe and Mail

“It’s rich with atmosphere, beautifully photographed and edited and powerful in using a tragedy 
to call for respect for the natural.” — Vancouver Province

A spellbinding account of environmentalism, obsession and myth, this film chronicles BC logging 
engineer and survivalist Grant Hadwin’s resolute struggle to confront what he regarded as an 
egregious affront to the land—and to humanity as well. Witnessing the devastation wrought by 
clear-cutting drove him to commit what some would call a desperate and illegal act. The film 
interweaves speculation and reality as it explores his possible motives, charting his emotional 
crusade against the destruction of the world’s last great temperate rainforest, a crusade that 
ends tragically with a mystery—and a prophetic warning—that sealed his fate as both madman 
and visionary.
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Mustang
Directed by Deniz Gamze Ergüven
2015, France, 97 min
Turkish w/ English subtitles

Friday, March 18 / 7 pm 

“A gripping mix of comedy, tragedy, political 
anger and, despite everything, hope.” — NY POST

Nominated for Best Foreign Film at this 
years Academy Awards. Five orphaned 
teenage sisters enjoy the summer in their 
village in northern Turkey, but one day, their 
romping with male friends is misinterpreted 
and reported to their family as sexual 
licentiousness. Determined to keep the girls 
pure, the family effectively imprisons them, 
prompting the girls to become even more 
closely knit as they rebel against their 
arranged marriages.

Brooklyn 
Directed by Pascal Tessaud
2014, France, 83 min

Friday, March 18 / 9 pm 

This film follows an aspiring young female 
rapper as she wades into the multi-ethnic 
hip-hop scene of the northern Paris district 
Seine-Saint-Denis aka 93. Brooklyn is a musical 
film, 100% Hip Hop, 100% independent. Playing 
the lead role is a talented 22-year-old rapper, 
KT GORIQUE, World Freestyle Champion at the 
End of the Weak contest in New York in 2012, 
and the only female recipient of this award to 
this day.

The Grand Illusion (La Grande Illusion)
Directed by Jean Renoir
1937, France, 114 min 

Saturday, March 19 / 7 pm 

One of the very first prison escape movies, 
The Grand Illusion is hailed as one of the 
greatest films ever made. Jean Renoir’s anti-
war masterpiece stars Jean Gabin and Pierre 
Fresnay as French soldiers held in a World 
War I German prison camp, and Erich von 
Stroheim as the unforgettable Captain von 
Rauffenstein. 

The Young Girls Of Rochefort 
(Les Demoiselles de Rochefort)
Directed by Jacques Demy
1967, France, 126 min

Saturday, March 19 / 9:30 pm 

Twins Delphine and Solange, a dance instructor 
and a music teacher (played by real-life sisters 
Catherine Deneuve and Françoise Dorléac), 
long for big-city life. When a fair arrives in 
their quiet port town, so does the possibility 
of escape. With its jazzy Michel Legrand score, 
a pastel paradise of costumes, and divine 
supporting cast, The Young Girls of Rochefort is 
a tribute to Hollywood optimism from sixties 
French cinema’s preeminent dreamer. 

Zazie dans le métro
Directed by Louis Malle
1960, France, 92 min

Sunday, March 20 / 3 pm 

A brash and precocious ten-year-old comes 
to Paris for a whirlwind weekend with her 
rakish uncle; he and the viewer get more than 
they bargained for, however, in this anarchic 
comedy from Louis Malle, which rides 
roughshod over the City of Light.

Dreams, Escapes and Survival is a French Film 
Festival organized by Alliance Française 
du Manitoba and Cinematheque to mark 
the 20th edition of the French Language 
and Francophony week. It is an invitation 
to discover films from different times and 
experience some sophisticated, vibrant and 
daring films from France. With the support 
of Institut Français this is the 2nd edition 
of the festival (in 2015, its title was Secrets, 
Lies and Betrayal). Established in 1915, the 
Alliance Française du Manitoba is a registered 
charitable organization. Its uniqueness lies 
in its double mission of promoting the French 
language through its French school and 
developing the appreciation of Francophone 
cultures through its cultural activities. This 
year the festival was curated by guest 
programmer Damien Ferland who was born 
in Saint-Boniface and graduated from the 
University of Winnipeg film program in 2005. 
Damien has directed and produced many 
short films and videos, which have screened 
internationally.

All films in French with English subtitles. 

 French Cinema Festival: 

Dreams, Escapes 
and Survival 

↑  Left to right: Mustang / Brooklyn / The Young Girls of Rochefort (Les Demoiselles de Rochefort)
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Fifth Annual 

Architecture+Design Film Festival

↑  The Maestro and the Master

↑  Lutah

↑  Oscar Niemeyer—Life is a Breath of Air↑  Precise Poetry/Lina Bo Bardi’s Architecture

↑  The Edge of Possible

↑  Barbicania

↑  Concrete Love: The Böhm Family↑  Finn with an Oyster

↑  Making Space

↑  A Little Chaos

↑  David Adjaye—Collaborations

↑  Sidewalls (Medianeras)

Now in its fifth year, the Architecture+Design Film Festival (adff.ca) presents critically acclaimed films focusing on the importance of architecture 
and design in everyday life. It is presented by the Winnipeg Architecture Foundation, Urban Idea and Cinematheque with the support of the 
Winnipeg Foundation and the Manitoba Association of Architects. 
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The Maestro and the Master: 
Building the New Mariinsky 
Directed by Yosif Feyginberg
2014, Canada, 60 min
English & Russian w/ English subtitles

Wednesday, April 13 / 7 pm

Introduced by Alexander Mickelthwate, WSO 
Musical Director.

The documentary film goes behind-the-
scenes with Toronto-based Diamond Schmitt 
Architects as they design the first new opera 
house to be built in Russia since the reign of 
the Tsars. The Maestro is Mariinsky Theatre 
legend Valery Gergiev. The Master Builder is 
architect Jack Diamond. With the gorgeous 
city of St. Petersburg as the backdrop, the film 
charts the many twists and turns on the road 
to completing the massive opera/ballet house 
in time for the opening. 

Sponsored by J.R. Wagner Architect.

The Edge of the Possible 
Directed by Daryl Dellora  
1998, Australia, 58 min

Wednesday, April 13 / 9 pm

Introduced by Grant Van Iderstine, Architecture 
49, architects of record for Canadian Museum of 
Human Rights.

Featuring rare interviews with the Danish 
architect, Jørn Utzon, the film documents the 
stunning ups and downs in the design and 
construction of the Sydney Opera House. It is 
punctuated by lively testimonies from a diverse 
cast of political and professional participants—
some enthusiastic collaborators, others rivals, 
skeptics and detractors. In spite of the now
legendary resistance encountered in the land 
down under, the design teams’ original vision 
shines through in the end, and it remains a 
provocative symbol, challenging others to push 
the limits of what is possible.

Sponsored by Crosier Kilgour & 
Partners Ltd.

Making Space: 5 Women Changing 
the Face of Architecture 
Directed by Ultan Guilfoyle
2014, USA, 50 min

Thursday, April 14 / 7 pm

Panel discussion to follow the film.

This film captures the compelling stories and 
outstanding designs of Annabelle Selldorf 
(NYC), Farshid Moussavi (London), Odile 
Decq (Paris), Marianne McKenna (of KPMB, in 
Toronto), and the landscape architect, Kathryn 
Gustafson (Seattle & London). Without script 
or narration, each woman tells her own story, 
enhanced by the insights of commentators 
including Pulitzer Prize-winning architecture 
critic Paul Goldberger; MoMA’s Peter Reed 
and Paola Antonelli; and others. 

Sponsored by Formsolver (Chicago).

Lutah—A Passion for Architecture, 
A Life in Design 
Directed by Kum-Kum Bhavnani 
2014, USA, 65 min

Thursday, April 14 / 9 pm

The story of Lutah Maria Riggs, one of  
the female pioneers in the architecture  
of Southern California. The gradual arrival  
of modern architecture in the region, partly 
as a metamorphosis of a hybrid Spanish 
Mission style, was aided by this charismatic 
architect. In spite of being ignored by many 
historians, her Lobero Theater in Santa Barbara, 
and the Vedanta Temple in Hollywood, are 
loved by those who know them.

 Plays with Studio Gang: Aqua Tower / 
Directed by Tom Piper, 2009, USA, 27 min / 
This film follows the sudden ascent of Chicago’s 
most contemporary architect, Jeanne Gang, and 
the high-rise tower she designed, famous for its 
cloud-like balconies, and bird friendly design.

Sponsored by the Faculty of 
Architecture, Endowment Fund.

Barbicania 
Directed by Ila Bêka & Louise Lemoine 
2014, France, 90 min

Friday, April 15 / 7 pm

Introduction by Andrew Burke, University of 
Winnipeg.

Part of a series called Living-Architectures, 
this film captures the social dimension 
of architecture, not from a polished and 
professional point of view, but by drawing 
on the concrete testimony and experience 
of everyday inhabitants, employees, visitors, 
and passers-by. The Barbican Centre and 
Estates  is a massive mixed-use development 
in central London, typically characterized as 
“Brutalist” in style, and has survived many 
cycles in the shifting tide of public opinion. 
Rather than dwelling on the sculptural and 
material qualities of this iconic project, the 
film reveals the surprising diversity of human 
characters who dwell within and around it. 

Sponsored by Royal Architectural 
Institute of Canada.

A Little Chaos
Directed by Alan Rickman
2014, UK, 117 min

Friday, April 15 / 9 pm

This visually splendid romantic drama tells 
the story of Sabine (Kate Winslet), a talented 
and strong-willed landscape designer who 
succeeds in challenging both gender and 
class stereotypes by building one of the main 
gardens for King Louis XIV (Alan Rickman) 
at the Palace of Versailles. This opportunity 
leads her into both professional and romantic 
entanglements with André Le Nôtre, the 
King’s chief gardener and landscape architect, 
whose formal walkways, groves and clearings 
find new energy in the unexpected twist and 
turns of their collaboration.
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Finn with an Oyster: 
The Story behind Toronto’s 
New City Hall 
Directed by Michael Kainer & Karen Teeple 
2015, Canada, 71 min

Saturday, April 16 / 3 pm

Introduction by Jeffrey Thorsteinson, Architectural 
Historian.

This documentary explores the nearly forgotten 
history of the planning and building of Toronto’s 
New City Hall, as designed by Finnish architect 
Viljo Revell (1910–1964). It examines the daring 
international competition for the design 
of the building that brought huge acclaim 
and attention to Toronto in 1965. The film 
was produced in recognition of the 50th 
anniversary of Toronto’s City Hall and Nathan 
Philips Square. 

Concrete Love: The Böhm Family 
Directed by Maurizius Staerkle Drux
2014, Germany, 88 min
German w/ English subtitles

Saturday, April 16 / 7 pm

Introduced by David Kressock, LM Architectural 
Group.

A poignant documentary about one of 
Germany’s most revered architects, Gottfried 
Böhm, who was 94 at the time of filming. The 
only German winner of the Pritzker Prize, he is 
also the patriarch of an architectural dynasty 
which his sons Stephan, Peter and Paul strive 
to both break from, and sustain. With the 
decline of the matriarch Elisabeth—the muse, 
critic, and perhaps the true architect of the 
family—the creative genius of the Böhm boys 
appears to lose the source of its magic. 

Sponsored by LM Architectural Group.

David Adjaye—Collaborations: 
A Portrait of the Architect through 
the Eyes of Others 
Directed by Oliver Hardt
2015, Germany, 50 min

Saturday, April 16 / 9 pm

Introduced by Ken Borton, 5468796 architecture.

This film celebrates the work of the British-
Ghanaian architect David Adjaye. The film 
features interviews with Adjaye’s collaborators 
on a significant number of his architectural 
projects, including public buildings, residential 
houses, artist studios and exhibition spaces 
globally situated and developed over the past 
15 years. By looking at the work “through 
the eyes of others” a fuller understanding of 
Adjaye’s approach is gradually built up. 

Sponsored by Ager Little Architects Ltd.

Precise Poetry/
Lina Bo Bardi’s Architecture 
Directed by Belinda Rukschcio
2014, Austria/Germany/Brazil, 55 min
Portuguese w/ English subtitles

Sunday, April 17 / 2 pm

Followed by a Panel Discussion with Dr. Carlos 
Rueda and Dr. Eduardo Aquino, University of 
Manitoba.

Lina Bo Bardi’s life and work comes as a 
great surprise to those who were unaware 
of it. Through the testimony of this Brazilian 
architect’s former colleagues, we come to see 
that the boldness and charm of her personality 
that comes through in the fearless gestures 
embodied in her architectural works, even as 
it also becomes clear that her intention was 
to work towards creating cultural institutions 
meant to embolden and protect the entire 
population. 

Sponsored by h5 Architecture.

Oscar Niemeyer—
Life is a Breath of Air 
Directed by Fabiano Maciel
2010, Brazil, 90 min
Portuguese w/ English subtitles

Sunday, April 17 / 4 pm

“Niemeyer revolutionized Modern Architecture 
with the introduction of the curved line and 
the exploration of new ways to use reinforced 
concrete. (He) also speaks about his life, 
his ideal of a just society and metaphysical 
questions, such as the insignificance of man in 
the Universe.”— Daniel Portilla, ArchDaily

Oscar Niemeyer was a key figure in modernist 
architecture and is best known for his civic 
buildings in Brasilia. This documentary tells the 
story of his revolutionary introduction of the 
curved line to building design, and its impact 
internationally. 

SPONSORED BY REPUBLIC ARCHITECTURE.

Sidewalls (Medianeras)
Directed by Gustavo Taretto
2011, Argentina, 95 min
Spanish w/ English subtitles

Sunday, April 17 / 7 pm

Introduced by Erin Riediger, Interior Designer, 
Number Ten Architectural Group.

A clever romantic comedy which explores the 
architecture of Buenos Aires, reflecting the 
social impact of the city’s urban fabric. The 
female protagonist is a young and under-
employed architect whose creative but lonely 
work as a window decorator for department 
stores leaves her longing for the company of 
more than a plastic mannequin.

Sponsored by MMP Architects.

Special Events
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Winnipeg Welcomes: 
A community film event 
for newcomer youth
Wednesday, April 20 / 6:30 pm / Free Admission!

Join CBC Manitoba for a delightful mash-up of local short films and 
meet some of Winnipeg’s newcomers at this special community event 
marking National Canadian Film Day. The program includes the following 
documentary, animation and live-action short films, all made by 
Manitoba filmmakers:

Primiti Too Taa / Dirs. Ed Ackerman, Colin Morton, 1986, 3 min  

Automoto / Dirs. Neil & Cathy McInnes 2007, 5 min 

Robot Adventures in Outer Space / Dir.  Marlon Wiebe, 2012, 2.5 min 

Maiden Indian / Dirs. The Ephemerals, 2011, 3.5 min  

A La Commode / Dir. Rory Fallis, 2015, 3 min 

Le Dernier Soir / Dir.  Kayla Jeanson, 2011, 6 min 

A Time is a Terrible Thing to Waste / Dir. Leslie Supnet 2012, 3 min  

KWONI / Dir. Caroline Monnet, 2010, 2.5 min

The Touchdown / Dir. Fabian Velasco, 2013, 2.5 min 

Spectre / Dirs. Ian Bawa, Markus Henkel, Milos Mitrovic, Fabian 
Velasco, 2013, 2.5 min

Loss of Contact / Dirs. Brad Crawford & BJ Verot, 2014, 4.5 min 

Heart / Dir. Sam Karney w/ poetry by Katherena Vermette, 2015, 2.5 min  

Walter / Dir. Curtis L. Wiebe, 2015, Canada, 4.5 min 

Cattle Call / Dirs. Mike Maryniuk & Matthew Rankin, 2008, 3.5 min

Friday & Saturday, April 1 & 2 / 9:30 pm

In January, we all woke up to a lot less magic in the world when 
we learned of the loss of the eternally weird and wonderful, David 
Bowie. Our collective hearts may be left with big holes, but our 
shelves are full of countless albums from this incredibly versatile 
and influential artist who managed to remain relevant to multiple 
generations over a five-decade career by continuously reinventing 
himself. Bring all of your friends and sing-along to some classic 
Bowie tunes at our special tribute to the Starman and don’t worry 
if you forget the lyrics—we’ve subtitled everything!

A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Cancer Care Manitoba.

Presented with the Winnipeg Film Group & Cinematheque, 
Immigrant and Refugee Community Organization of Manitoba 
Inc. (IRCOM), and Newcomers Employment and Education 
Development Services (NEEDS). Screening sponsored by CBC 
Manitoba and Reel Canada.

DAVID BOWIE 
SING-ALONG
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ADMISSION Members pay only $6 !

$9 General
$8 Students & Seniors
$6 Film Group & Cinematheque Members

$1 of each admission goes towards our capital improvements, aimed at making your experience at the 
Cinematheque even more satisfying.

Infoline: 204-925-3456
100 Arthur Street (in the Exchange)
www.winnipegcinematheque.com

Become a CINEMATHEQUE MEMBER!

$25 Individual
$50 Family
$55 Ten Show Pass

$15 Reduced (Student / Seniors)
$125 Unlimited Annual
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Architecture + Design Film Festival: 
The Maestro and the Master / 7 pm
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